Book of Prism - Features and Usage
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nutanixbible.com/release_notes.html. Disclaimer: Downloaded PDFs may not always contain the latest information. ]
In the following sections we'll cover some of the typical Prism uses as well as some common troubleshooting scenarios.

Anomaly Detection
In the world of IT operations there is a lot of noise. Traditionally systems would generate a great deal of alerts, events and
notifications, often leading to the operator either a) not seeing critical alerts since they are lost in the noise or b) disregarding
the alerts/events.
With Nutanix Anomaly Detection the system will monitor seasonal trends for time-series data (e.g. CPU usage, memory usage,
latency, etc.) and establish a "band" of expected values. Only values that hit outside the "band" will trigger an event / alert.
You can see the anomaly events / alerts from any entity or events page.
The following chart shows a lot of I/O and disk usage anomalies as we were performing some large batch loads on these
systems:

Prism - Anomaly Chart
The following image shows the time-series values for a sample metric and the established "band":

Prism - Anomaly Band
This reduces unnecessary alerts as we don't want alerts for a "normal" state. For example, a database system will normally run
at >95% memory utilization due to caching, etc. In the event this drops to say 10% that would be an anomaly as something
may be wrong (e.g. database service down).

Another example would be how some batched workloads run on the weekend. For example, I/O bandwidth may be low during
the work week, however on the weekends when some batch processes run (e.g. backups, reports, etc.) there may be a large
spike in I/O. The system would detect the seasonality of this and bump up the band during the weekend.
Here you can see an anomaly event has occured as the values are outside the expected band:

Prism - Anomaly Event
Another topic of interest for anomalies is seasonality. For example, during the holiday period retailers will see higher demand
than other times of the year, or during the end of month close.
Anomaly detection accounts for this seasonality and leverages the following periods to compare between micro (daily) and
macro (quarterly) trends:
• Daily
• Weekly
• Monthly
You can also set your own custom alerts or static thresholds:

Prism - Anomaly Custom Event

Anomaly Detection Algorithm
Nutanix leverages a method for determining the bands called 'Generalized Extreme Studentized Deviate Test'. A simple way to think about this is similar to a
confidence interval where the values are between the lower and upper limits established by the algorithm.

The algorithm requires 3 x the granularity (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) to calculate the seasonality and expected bands. For example, the following
amounts of data would be required to adapt to each seasonality:
• Daily: 3 days
• Weekly: 3 weeks (21 days)
• Monthly: 3 months (90 days)
Twitter has a good resource on how they leverage this which goes into more detail on the logic: LINK

Nutanix Software Upgrade
Performing a Nutanix software upgrade is a very simple and non-disruptive process.
To begin, start by logging into Prism and clicking on the gear icon on the top right (settings) or by pressing 'S' and selecting
'Upgrade Software':

Prism - Settings - Upgrade Software
This will launch the 'Upgrade Software' dialog box and will show your current software version and if there are any upgrade
versions available. It is also possible to manually upload a NOS binary file.
You can then download the upgrade version from the cloud or upload the version manually:

Upgrade Software - Main

Upload software from the CVM
In certain cases you may want to download the software and upload from the CVM itself. I use this in my environment when I want to download builds locally
to the CVM.

First SSH into a CVM and find the Prism leader:

curl localhost:2019/prism/leader

SSH to the Prism leader and download the software bundle and metadata JSON
Run the following command to "upload" the software to Prism:

ncli software upload file-path=PATH_TO_SOFTWARE meta-file-path=PATH_TO_METADATA_JSON software-type=SOFTWARE_TYPE

The following shows an example for Prism Central:

ncli software upload file-path=/home/nutanix/tmp/leader-prism_central.tar meta-file-path=/home/nutanix/tmp/leader-prism_central-metadata.json so

It will then upload the upgrade software onto the Nutanix CVMs:

Upgrade Software - Upload
After the software is loaded click on 'Upgrade' to start the upgrade process:

Upgrade Software - Upgrade Validation
You'll then be prompted with a confirmation box:

Upgrade Software - Confirm Upgrade
The upgrade will start with pre-upgrade checks then start upgrading the software in a rolling manner:

Upgrade Software - Execution
Once the upgrade is complete you'll see an updated status and have access to all of the new features:

Upgrade Software - Complete

Note
Your Prism session will briefly disconnect during the upgrade when the current Prism Leader is upgraded. All VMs and services running remain unaffected.

Hypervisor Upgrade
Similar to Nutanix software upgrades, hypervisor upgrades can be fully automated in a rolling manner via Prism.
To begin follow the similar steps above to launch the 'Upgrade Software' dialogue box and select 'Hypervisor'.
You can then download the hypervisor upgrade version from the cloud or upload the version manually:

Upgrade Hypervisor - Main
It will then load the upgrade software onto the Hypervisors. After the software is loaded click on 'Upgrade' to start the
upgrade process:

Upgrade Hypervisor - Upgrade Validation
You'll then be prompted with a confirmation box:

Upgrade Hypervisor - Confirm Upgrade

The system will then go through host pre-upgrade checks and upload the hypervisor upgrade to the cluster:

Upgrade Hypervisor - Pre-upgrade Checks
Once the pre-upgrade checks are complete the rolling hypervisor upgrade will then proceed:

Upgrade Hypervisor - Execution
Similar to the rolling nature of the Nutanix software upgrades, each host will be upgraded in a rolling manner with zero impact
to running VMs. VMs will be live-migrated off the current host, the host will be upgraded, and then rebooted. This process will
iterate through each host until all hosts in the cluster are upgraded.

Pro tip
You can also get cluster wide upgrade status from any Nutanix CVM by running 'host_upgrade --status'. The detailed per host status is logged to ~/data/logs/
host_upgrade.out on each CVM.

Once the upgrade is complete you'll see an updated status and have access to all of the new features:

Upgrade Hypervisor - Complete

Cluster Expansion (add node)

Cluster Expansion
The ability to dynamically scale the Nutanix cluster is core to its functionality. To scale an Nutanix cluster, rack / stack / cable
the nodes and power them on. Once the nodes are powered up they will be discoverable by the current cluster using mDNS.
The figure shows an example 7 node cluster with 1 node which has been discovered:

Add Node - Discovery
Multiple nodes can be discovered and added to the cluster concurrently.

Once the nodes have been discovered you can begin the expansion by clicking 'Expand Cluster' on the upper right hand corner
of the 'Hardware' page:

Hardware Page - Expand Cluster
You can also begin the cluster expansion process from any page by clicking on the gear icon:

Gear Menu - Expand Cluster
This launches the expand cluster menu where you can select the node(s) to add and specify IP addresses for the components:

Expand Cluster - Host Selection
After the hosts have been selected you'll be prompted to upload a hypervisor image which will be used to image the nodes
being added. For AHV or cases where the image already exists in the Foundation installer store, no upload is necessary.

Expand Cluster - Host Configuration
After the upload is completed you can click on 'Expand Cluster' to begin the imaging and expansion process:

Expand Cluster - Execution
The job will then be submitted and the corresponding task item will appear:

Expand Cluster - Execution
Detailed tasks status can be viewed by expanding the task(s):

Expand Cluster - Execution
After the imaging and add node process has been completed you'll see the updated cluster size and resources:

Expand Cluster - Execution

I/O Metrics
Identification of bottlenecks is a critical piece of the performance troubleshooting process. In order to aid in this process,
Nutanix has introduced a new 'I/O Metrics' section to the VM page.
Latency is dependent on multitude of variables (queue depth, I/O size, system conditions, network speed, etc.). This page
aims to offer insight on the I/O size, latency, source, and patterns.
To use the new section, go to the 'VM' page and select a desired VM from the table. Here we can see high level usage metrics:

VM Page - Details
The 'I/O Metrics' tab can be found in the section below the table:

VM Page - I/O Metrics Tab
Upon selecting the 'I/O Metrics' tab a detailed view will be shown. We will break this page down and how to use it in this
section.
The first view is the 'Avg I/O Latency' section that shows average R/W latency for the past three hours. By default the latest
reported values are shown with the corresponding detailed metrics below for that point in time.
You can also mouse over the plot to see the historical latency values and click on a time of the plot to view the detailed metrics
below.

I/O Metrics - Latency Plot
This can be useful when a sudden spike is seen. If you see a spike and want to investigate further, click on the spike and
evaluate the details below.

I/O Metrics - Latency Plot
If latency is all good, no need to dig any further.
The next section shows a histogram of I/O sizes for read and write I/Os:

I/O Metrics - I/O Size histogram
Here we can see our read I/Os range from 4K to 32K in size:

I/O Metrics - Read I/O Size histogram
Here we can see our write I/Os range from 16K to 64K with some up to 512K in size:

I/O Metrics - Write I/O Size histogram

Pro tip
If you see a spike in latency the first thing to check is the I/O size. Larger I/Os (64K up to 1MB) will typically see higher latencies than smaller I/Os (4K to
32K).

The next section shows a histogram of I/O latencies for read and write I/Os:

I/O Metrics - Latency histogram
Looking at the read latency histogram we can see the majority of read I/Os are sub-ms (<1ms) with some up to 2-5ms.

I/O Metrics - Read Latency histogram
Taking a look below at the 'Read Source' we can see most I/Os are being served from the SSD tier:

I/O Metrics - Read Source SSD
As data is read it will be pulled in to the Unified Cache realtime (Check the 'I/O Path and Cache' section to learn more). Here
we can see the data has been pulled into the cache and is now being served from DRAM:

I/O Metrics - Read Source DRAM
We can now see basically all of our read I/Os are seeing sub-ms (<1ms) latency:

I/O Metrics - Read Latency histogram
Here we can see the majority of our write I/O are seeing <1-2ms latency:

I/O Metrics - Write Latency histogram

Pro tip
If you see a spike in read latency and the I/O sizes aren't large, check where the read I/Os are being served from. Any initial read from HDD will see higher
latency than the DRAM cache; however, once it is in the cache all subsequent reads will hit DRAM and see an improvement in latency.

The last section shows the I/O patterns and how much is random vs. sequential:

I/O Metrics - RW Random vs. Sequential
Typically I/O patterns will vary by application or workload (e.g. VDI is mainly random, whereas Hadoop would primarily be
sequential). Other workloads will be a mix of both. For example, a database might be random on inserts or some queries,
however sequential during ETL.

Capacity Planning
To get detailed capacity planning details you can click on a specific cluster under the 'cluster runway' section in Prism Central
to get more details:

Prism Central - Capacity Planning
This view provides detailed information on cluster runway and identifies the most constrained resource (limiting resource). You
can also get detailed information on what the top consumers are as well as some potential options to clean up additional
capacity or ideal node types for cluster expansion.

Prism Central - Capacity Planning - Recommendations

X-Play
When we think about our daily activities the more we can automate the better. We are constantly doing this in our daily lives
with our routines and technology enables us to do the same in other areas. Prism Pro X-Play allows us to automate a common
set of activities via Prism. However, before diving into the product, let's first cover what we're trying to do.
Event driven automation works in the following manner:
event(s) → logic → action(s)
In this scenario there's some sort of event (or cascading events) that occur which triggers a series or set of actions. A great
example of this is IFTTT which takes an event, applies some logic (hence the 'if this then that' acronym), then performs some
action.

For example, take turning off the lights at home when we leave. If we can program the event (e.g. leaving home / device not
present) to trigger the system to turn off all the lights automatically, that makes our lives much simpler. I personally use this
all over my home and it makes life much easier and allows me to focus on other higher impact activities.
If we compare this to our IT operations activities we see a similar pattern. An event occurs (e.g. a VM needs more disk space)
and then we perform a series of actions (e.g. create a ticket, add storage, close ticket etc.). These repetitive activies are a
perfect example of where automation can add value and enable us to focus on more beneficial activities.
With X-Play we can take a series of events / alerts and allow the system to intercept those and perform a series of actions.
To get started navigate to the 'Plays' section under 'Operations' in Prism Central:

X-Play - Navigation
This will launch the main X-Play page:

X-Play - Playbooks Overview
Click on 'Get Started' to view the current plays and/or create a new one:

X-Play - Playbooks
From here you can create a new playbook by first defining the trigger:

X-Play - Trigger
The following shows an example trigger which is based upon a custom alert:

X-Play - Trigger - Custom Alert

Once the trigger has been defined, you now specify a series of actions. The following shows some sample actions:

X-Play - Actions
You then input the details for the action, this shows a sample REST API call:

X-Play - Sample REST Action

REST API Actions and External Systems
X-Play provides a multitude of default actions like sending email, sending a slack message, as well as others like performing a REST API call.
This is critical when we think about interfacing with external systems like a CMDB or other ticketing / automation tools. By using a REST API action we can
interface with those to create / resolve tickets, kick off other workflows, etc. This is an extremely powerful option as it enables all systems to be in sync.

For entity / event specific details you can use the 'parameters' variables which will give you details about the event, entity and
others:

X-Play - Action Parameters
Once complete you can save you play and it will start to execute as defined.
The following shows a sample play whith multiple actions performed:

X-Play - Sample Playbook
The plays tab will show execution time of the play and status:

X-Play - Plays Executed
Remember, automate all the things!

